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Abstract::
The MAX
X phases an
nd hexagonaal metals, am
mong many other plasticcally anisotrropic solids, have
been classsified as kin
nking nonlin
near elastic, KNE, solidss. A sufficieent conditionn for a solid to be
KNE sollid is plastic anisotropy
y, which fo
or hexagonall solids impplies a c/a ratio > 1.4.. The
signaturee of these so
olids is form
mation of fullly reversiblee, reproducibble stress-strrain loops dduring
cyclic loading. The full reversib
bility of thesses loops is believed to be caused bby incipientt kink
bands, IK
KBs, which are
a compriseed of multiplle, parallel ddislocation looops, which remain exteended
only if th
he load is app
plied; when the load is removed, theey shrink, or are annihilaated altogethher.
Recently
y, it has been
n reported th
hat a simple method of ppressureless spontaneouss melt infiltrration
of Mg in
nto a porouss perform off Ti2AlC ressulted in sollids which eexhibit ultraahigh dampinng in
addition to other important prroperties su
uch as macchinability, stiffness annd light weeight.
hown that th
he Mg grainss are at nanno scale andd are extraorrdinary therm
mally
Moreoveer, it was sh
stable, wherein
w
heatiing the comp
posite to 50 °C over thee melting tem
mperature off Mg did nott lead
to grain growth of nanocrystalli
n
ne, nc, Mg. The reasonns for the forrmation of tthe nc-Mg ggrains
and their exceptionall thermal stab
bility are currrently not uunderstood.
understand w
why the Mg nnano-grains fform.
The goals of this reseearch are thrree-fold. Thee first is to un
ond is to und
derstand the reasons thatt make the nnc-Mg therm
mally stable. The third gooal is
The seco
to optimiize the fabrication proceess of these composites in order to oobtain excepptional properties
and/or co
ombinationss of propertties that hith
herto have not been poossible. Thuus, in paralllel to
enhancin
ng our underrstanding off the phenom
mena that keeep the Mg grains at the nano scalee, the
mechaniccal propertiees of these nc-Mg
n
comp
posites will be studied as a functioon of matrixx and
MAX-ph
hase chemistries, as well as the grain
n size and loaading of the latter.

